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With the development of the society, the right of rest received more and more 
people’s attention as a kind of human right .Although the right of rest has been 
recognized by Chinese law long time ago, Chinese present legislation on rest right is 
obviously out of date and needs to improve since employment relation has became 
more and more complicated and diversified due to the fast development of Chinese 
economy. The International Labor Organization(ILO), make much effort to promoting 
social justice and internationally recognized human and labor rights as an specialized 
agency of the United Nations since its establishment. With regard to the protection of 
rest right, International Labor Organization has made a relatively perfect standard for 
rest right legislation. Therefore, it is necessary for us to learn from International 
standard to modify and improve Chinese legislation on rest right. The article makes a 
comparison between Chinese legislation and international legislation standard, points 
out the defects and shortcomings of Chinese legislation on rest right, and then uses the 
international legislation experiences for reference, in order to offer some helpful 
suggestions for Chinese rest right legislation in the future. 
The chapter talks about the value of the right of rest from the dimension of the Ⅰ
value to the individual and the value to the social community. 
The chapterⅡmakes an introduction to the Chinese legislation on working time 
and rest time. 
The chapter  Ⅲ exactly describes the standard of international legislation on the 
right of rest. 
The chapter finally makes a comparison between Chinese legislation andⅣ  
international legislation standard, analyzes the disparity between them, and put 
forward some suggestions according to the international legislation standard. 
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取更多的权利。          
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